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a b s t r a c t

Geometric variation including welding distortion accumulates as many parts are joined together, ulti-
mately affecting the final product. This variation is then subjected to correction, which requires
considerable effort, time, and cost. This variation can be categorized as in-plane/out-of-plane variation.
To date, studies on variation simulation have largely focused on the out-of-plane variation, however the
variation generated in the in-plane direction requires more time and efforts to correct afterwards. This
research aims to construct a variation simulation model considering both the in-plane and out-of-plane
variations. A geometric analysis was performed to derive an equation that reflects the coupling effect of
the out-of-plane variation on the in-plane variation. The proposed model is validated with case study
analysis and the results shows that good fidelity in predicting and diagnosing the in-plane variation
during the block assembly process considering welding distortion.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Significant efforts have been made in the shipbuilding industry
to improve productivity. In particular, quality control has been the
focus to improve productivity and reduce operating costs. The
exact length, width, and height of a block must be matched
correctly during assembly. Tolerance analysis can improve the
quality of products by controlling the variation that occurs in as-
sembly products and by reducing the number of additional pro-
cesses. The tolerance analysis in shipbuilding must take into
account factors such as welding distortion. Welding distortion can
be classified into in-plane distortion and out-of-plane distortion.
The in-plane distortion is defined as the distortion due to the
shrinkage in the plane, and the out-of-plane distortion is defined
as the distortion in the out-of-plane direction due to the change in
the angle of the plates. For productivity, both the in-plane and out-
of-plane welding distortion are very important. In this paper, a
variation simulation model that considers the effects of the in-
plane and out-of-plane distortion on each stepwise assembly

process is presented. The welding analysis method employed in
this study is the simplified welding analysis method based on the
inherent strain (Kim, 2014).

1.1. Variation simulation for out-of-plane and in-plane directions

Conventional variation analysis methods that have been studied
previously assumed that individual components behave like a rigid
body. As studies based on rigid body assemblies did not take into
account the deformation of the compliant assembly due to various
factors during the assembly process, the part variation was
expressed using geometric or kinematic relationships. One of the
typical variations of the conventional variation analysis method is
“Vector loop method” (Chase et al., 1995, 1996a; 1996b, 1998;
Faerber, 1999). The vector loop method uses a vector to represent
the dimensional variations, kinematic variations and geometric
variations of each component in the assembly. Chase et al. (1995,
1996a, 1996b,1998) conducted a study to generalize the vector loop
method considering small kinematic adjustments in both 2D and
3D, and derived a general formulation including modeling and
analysis procedures. By connecting the vectors to create chains or
loops, the resultant assembly variations can be calculated. And one
of the other methods of conventional variation analysis is the
“Matrix model” (Salomons et al., 1996; Desrochers, 1999;
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Desrochers and Rivi�ere, 1997). The matrix model is a method of
describing small displacements using “Data reference frame (DRF)”
and displacement matrices “D” for the calculation of the resultant
assembly variations. For the determination of the resultant as-
sembly variations, the displacementmatrices are arranged together
according to the principle of effects overlapping. In the case of the
matrix model, variances of the assembly model are formed by
considering the positional tolerance and the technologically and
topologically related surfaces (TTRS) criteria (Cl�ement et al., 1998).
The two methods mentioned above have limitations that cannot
accurately represent the coupling between the two components
(Marziale and Polini, 2009).

However, all parts undergo some form of deformation in actual
situations. Thus, the previous variation analysis model based on
rigid body assemblies is insufficient for predicting the assembly
variation.

Takezawa (1980) used a linear regression model to predict the
variation in an automobile body panel assembly using actual pro-
duction data. He concluded that “the conventional addition theo-
rem of variance is unsuitable for deformable sheet metal
assemblies. The assembly variance decreased (compared to the part
variance) and was closer to the variance of the stiffer part”. In
variation simulation, it is important to identify the relationship
between the assembly and part variations. Finite element analysis
(FEA) has been employed in this area of study. In particular, Liu and
Hu (1995, 1997) proposed a method of influence coefficients (MIC)
to predict the accumulation of variation for deformable parts. They
employed FEA to construct a sensitivity matrix, which represented
a linear relationship between the input part variation and output
assembly variation. Camelio and Hu (2004) converted a previous
single-stage model to a multi-stage model. Chung (2006) consid-
ered the out-of-plane welding distortion in a compliant assembly
process. This method assumed that the welding distortion that
occurs whenwelding non-nominal shaped parts is the same as that
occurs when welding nominal shaped parts.

Unlike the studies on out-of-plane variation simulations with
the assumption of the compliant assembly, studies on the in-plane
variation simulation have been largely based on the assumption of
rigid body assembly. Spicknall and Kumar (2002, 2003) developed a
dimensional control system that can be applied to the construction
stage of shipbuilding blocks, and investigated dimensional-
variation simulation-analysis tools. They considered the in-plane
shrinkage in the heat-affected zone for fillet welding. However,
they did not consider the welding distortion due to non-uniform
patterns that occur along the weld line. Storch (1985) proposed
variation-merging equations based on data of a specific vessel
construction. The effect on merged variation with respect to the
assembly sequence was studied. Mandal and Sundar (1997) con-
ducted a theoretical analysis on the in-plane shrinkage for butt
welding using a mathematical model. They proposed a simplified
model for predicting the welding shrinkage distortion. Shibahara
and Murakawa (1998) studied the effects of various factors on
welding distortion for predicting the transverse welding shrinkage
for the one-side butt welding of large steel plates. They used an
empirical formula for the transverse welding shrinkage. Cheng
(2005) proposed a method to predict the welding shrinkage
distortion for thin-walled structures and investigated several fac-
tors that affect the final welding distortion. Until now, studies on
the in-plane variation have been limited. The studies conducted so
far involve methods that can be used only for specific situations, or
methods that are only applicable to simple models.

1.2. Diagnosis of process

In the automotive industry, many studies have been conducted

to diagnose fixture faults, which are a key factor in controlling
productivity whenmanufacturing automobile bodies (Ceglarek and
Shi, 1995). Attempts have been made to diagnose fixture faults
using PCA (Hu andWu, 1992). The PCA is a technique of identifying
the root cause by extracting the principal component using mea-
surement data. The PCA, which has a mathematical meaning, has
no physical meaning because it is a method of calculating the root
cause using only the measured data. Thus, diagnostic results ob-
tained using the PCA can lead to unsatisfactory results. To solve
these problems, Liu and Hu (2005) proposed a designated
component analysis (DCA). In this method, the user designates a
pattern in advance and applies it to the PCA. If an appropriate
pattern is designated, the diagnosis success rate can be higher than
that of the PCA. Based on previous studies, studies on the diagnosis
process for the out-of-plane welding distortion were carried out in
the shipbuilding industry using PCA and DCA. Lee (2016) extracted
the out-of-planewelding deformation data pertaining to the source
of variation for each process in the multi-stage welding process,
and applied the DCA to the welding process diagnosis. Kim (2016)
applied the DCA method using the relationship between welding
deformation, clamping, and spring-back for each process. The
above studies performed process diagnosis for the out-of-plane
welding distortion. However, process diagnosis for the in-plane
welding distortion has not been conducted so far. The in-plane
welding distortion is a major factor affecting the productivity of
shipyards. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct research to diagnose
the in-plane welding process.

1.3. Simplified welding distortion analysis

Numerical simulation methods have been studied to predict
welding distortion (Ueda and Yuan, 1993, 1996; Michaleris and
DeBiccari, 1997; Jung and Tsai, 2004). Many simplified welding
distortion analysis method have used inherent strain concept (Ueda
and Yuan, 1993,1996). If there is enough information of inherent
strain, time and cost can be saved for welding analysis and welding
distortion can be estimated easily without complicated heat
transfer analysis and structural analysis (Luo et al., 1997). Until now,
many studies related to simplified welding distortion analysis were
done.

In this paper, both inherent strain concept and shell element are
used to predict welding distortion. Ha et al. (2008) studied Strain as
Direct Boundary method (SDB). The method is efficient because it
calculates welding distortion using shell element. However, in the
case of T-joints fillet welding, the behavior of the stiffener is not
well predicted. Kim (2014) studied simplified welding distortion
analysis for T-joints fillet welding using composite shell elements.
That method uses scalar parameters for welding analysis, and that
can be applied to complex model effectively. The validity of this
method is verified by comparing the simulation result with the
experimental data as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

In this paper, the simplified welding analysis, which was pre-
viously tested and validated for welding analysis, was used (Kim,
2014; Diego, 2016).

2. Variation propagation model for in-plane/out-of-plane
direction

2.1. Rotation effect

In previous studies, the variation propagation model for the in-
plane direction was obtained by simply summing up the in-plane
shrinkages in each process. However, the in-plane variation is
affected by the out-of-plane variation and the shrinkage. In this
research, the effect of the out-of-plane variation on the in-plane
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variation is defined as the “rotation effect.” During the welding
process, the amount of shrinkage varies depending on the depth of
the plate material; moreover, angular welding distortion occurs.
When welding distortion occurs, the plates rotate about the weld

line. The effect of the out-of-plane variation on the in-plane vari-
ation is termed the “rotation effect.” The “in-plane displacement” is
defined as the sum of the in-plane shrinkage and rotation effects.
First, a formula expressing the “rotation effect”was derived using a

Fig. 1. Two sided fillet welds (a) Plates distortion (b) Stiffener distortion (Kim, 2014).

Fig. 2. One sided fillet welds (a) Plates distortion (b) Stiffener distortion (Kim, 2014).
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geometric approach. A rotation matrix connecting the out-of-plane
and in-plane variations is then constructed. Fig. 3 shows the stage
model.
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Eqs. (1) and (2) express the propagation of the out-of-plane and
in-plane variations, respectively. The out-of-plane and in-plane
variations are represented by the subscripts v and u, respectively.
In Eq. (2), ½RIO� is a matrix for determining the rotation effect, and
fdIg is a vector for the in-plane shrinkage. (Kþ 1) and (K) represent
the stage order. In particular, if (Kþ 1) is the current stage, (K) is the
previous stage.

2.2. Geometric analysis

The welding distortion is divided into two types: in-plane and
out-of-plane welding distortions. The in-plane variation is affected
by the out-of-plane variation and in-plane shrinkage. Fig. 4 shows
the diagram of the rotation effect. Following are the definitions of
each parameter:

� L : Original length of the plate
� L

0
: Length of the plate after shrinkage

� x: In-plane shrinkage
� a: In-plane displacement
� b: Out-of-plane variation

In Fig. 4, n1 and n2 represent the in-plane and out-of-plane
directions, respectively. The figure shows that the in-plane varia-
tion is affected by the rotation of the plate and the in-plane
shrinkage. The equation for the rotation effect is derived using a
geometric approach as follows.

sin q ¼ b
L0 ¼ b

L� x

ðL� xÞsin q ¼ b

L sin q� x sin q ¼ b

x sin q ¼ L sin q� b

x ¼ L� b
sin q

(4)

tan q ¼ b
L� a

ðL� aÞtan q ¼ b

L tan q� a tan q ¼ b

L tan q ¼ bþ a tan q

L ¼ 1
tan q

bþ a (5)

The following equation is obtained by substituting Eq. (5) into
Eq. (4):

x ¼ 1
tan q

bþ a� 1
sin q

b

¼
�

1
tan q

� 1
sin q

�
bþ a (6)

In the above equation, if the terms other than a (on the right
side) are rearranged, the following equation is obtained.

a ¼ x�
�

1
tan q

� 1
sin q

�
b

¼ xþ 1� cos q
sin q

b (7)

Eq. (7) is derived using the geometric relationship, representing
the in-plane variation. The final equation is a function of b, q, and x.
The effect of the out-of-plane variation is expressed by multiplying
b and 1�cos q

sin q
, which is somewhat difficult to calculate. Moreover, it

is difficult tomeasure the angle in a shipyard. For simpler and easier
calculations, the above equation was approximated using Taylor
series. A small variation was assumed. Therefore, the approxima-
tion was conducted by convergence when q approaches 0. In the
Taylor series, the terms with minor effects were omitted. The
process is as follows.

f ðxÞ ¼ f ðaÞ þ ðx� aÞf 0 ðaÞ þ ðx� aÞ2
2!

f
00 ðaÞ þ ðx� aÞ3

3!
f
000 ðaÞ þ/

f ðqÞ ¼ 1� cos q
sin q

; a ¼ q
0 ðz0Þ

Fig. 3. Stage model.

Fig. 4. Geometric analysis.
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The Taylor series can be used to easily approximate complex
terms. The approximated equation is Eq. (8), which is a function of
three parameters: b, L , and x.

Eq. (9) can be derived by substituting the approximated Eq. (8)
into the rotation effect term in Eq. (7).

�
0:5
L� x

$b
�
b

¼ 0:5
L� x

b2 (9)

In Eq. (9), 0:5
L�x is constant, which is defined as coefficient a for

convenience.

ab2 (10)

In addition, as x is very small compared to L , x can be omitted.
The final a value is as follows.

a ¼ 0:5
L

(11)

2.3. Define vector dimension and R matrix

In this section, the Rmatrix that maps the out-of-plane variation
to the in-plane variation is derived.

First, a vector dimension representing the out-of-plane and in-
plane variations was defined. The vector dimension representing
the out-of-plane variation is the total number of nodes of the
model. For example, in Fig. 5, the total number of nodes is 25. Thus,
the vector dimension representing the out-of-plane variation of
this model is (25� 1).

The out-of-plane variation in the vector form is given as follows.

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

dO1
dO2
dO3
«

dO23
dO24
dO25

9>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>;

(12)

Next, the vector dimension representing the in-plane variation
is the number of interested node rows. For example, in Fig. 6, if we
are interested in the in-plane variation in Rows 1, 2, and 3, the
vector dimension representing the in-plane variation is (3� 1).

The in-plane variation in the vector form is given by

8<
:

dI1
dI2
dI3

9=
;.

The R matrix is derived using geometric patterns.
For the convenience of explanation, we assumed that the total

number of nodes in the examplemodel is 9, and the examplemodel
is the case representing the butt welding of two plates. Fig. 7(a)
shows the example model. Following is the step-by-step procedure
of deriving the R matrix.

- Step 1: Select sources of variations (SOVs).

The SOVs are representative points for expressing the deformed
shape. If the R matrix is constructed for all nodes, the accuracy can
be ensured; however, the calculation becomes complicated because
the dimensions of the vector become considerable. To prevent this,
only a few characteristic points were selected, and R matrix was
constructed accordingly. The SOV of the example model were
selected as six points. Fig. 7(b) shows the selected SOVs.

- Step 2: Select the geometrically rotating target part.

In the case of the above examplemodel, the simple butt welding
caused angular distortion when welded. As the two plates seem to
rotate about the weld line, the left plate to be rotated is selected as
the target part 1 and the right plate to be rotated is selected as the
target part 2. In Fig. 8, the node numbers belonging to part 1 are
nodes 1, 3, 4, and 6, whereas the node numbers belonging to part 2
are nodes 4, 6, 7, and 9. Columns 1, 2, and 3 are the respective
columns of the selected SOV. Columns 1 and 2 are included in part
1, and columns 2 and 3 are included in part 2. Row 1 includes nodes
1, 4, and 7, and row 2 includes nodes 3, 6, and 9.

Each part was divided based on the selected SOV. Kim (2016)
proposed a method of selecting the SOV using the Nyquist fre-
quency theorem.

- Step 3: Define and calculate ½RIO1�, ½RIO2�, and ½a�

Fig. 5. Node set. Fig. 6. Row set.
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The welding distortion is assumed to occur in the form of a sine
wave, as shown in Fig. 9. In this case, there are four SOVs, and the
out-of-plane distortion values are extracted at each point. The data
required to obtain the rotation effect are the relative displacement
between the two SOVs included in each part, and not the out-of-
plane distortion data extracted from the coordinate axes. ½RIO1� is
a matrix for computing the relative displacements.

½RIO1� is derived from the geometric pattern, and the process is
as follows.

� Definition
� np : Number of parts
� nr : Number of rows
� Rowi ¼

fxjx is the SOV node number contained in the ith rowg
� Partj ¼ fxjx is the SOV node number of the jth partg
� 1�i � nr

� 1 � j � np
� ½RIO1�

�
2
4 r11 / r1m

« 1 «
rl1 / rlm

3
5

� m : The total number of nodes
� l : (Number of parts) � (Number of rows)

8<
:

r½np*ði�1Þþj�ðkÞ ¼ 1 if k ¼ min
�
Rowi∩Partj

	
r½np*ði�1Þþj�ðkÞ ¼ �1 if k ¼ max

�
Rowi∩Partj

	
0 etc

The number of parts and number of rows are defined as np and
nr , respectively. In the example model, np ¼ 2 and nr ¼ 2. Rowi is a
set of SOV node numbers included in the ith row, and Partj is a set of
SOV node numbers included in the jth part. ½RIO1� of the example
model is as follows.

2
664
1 0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 �1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 �1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 �1

3
775 (13)

The multiplication of ½RIO1� and vector fdog representing the
out-of-plane variation is calculated as ½RIO1� fdog.

2
664
1 0 0 �1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 �1 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 �1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 �1

3
775

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

dO1
dO2
dO3
dO4
dO5
dO6
dO7
dO8
dO9

9>>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>>;

¼

8><
>:

do1 � do4
do4 � do7
do3 � do6
do6 � do9

9>=
>; (14)

½RIO2� is a matrix for squaring the relative displacement of the out-
of-plane variation in Eq. (9). ½RIO2� is a diagonal matrix. The con-
dition for obtaining ½RIO2� is as follows.

� ½RIO1� fdog

�
8<
:

c11
«
cl1

9=
;

� l : (Number of parts) � (Number of rows)

Fig. 7. Selected node.

Fig. 8. Definition of part.

Fig. 9. Sine wave.
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� ½RIO2�

�
2
4 r11 / r1l

« 1 «
rl1 / rll

3
5

� rij ¼
�
ci1 if i ¼ j
0 if isj

� 1�i � l
� 1�j � l

For the example model, the matrix ½RIO2� is obtained as follows.

2
64
do1 � do4

0
0
0

0
do4 � do7

0
0

0
0

do3 � do6
0

0
0
0

do6 � do9

3
75 (15)

Thus, the result of multiplying all the defined matrices
½RIO2� ½RIO1� fdog is

8>>><
>>>:

ðdo1 � do4Þ2
ðdo4 � do7Þ2
ðdo3 � do6Þ2
ðdo6 � do9Þ2

9>>>=
>>>;

(16)

The matrix ½a� is a matrix comprising coefficient a component
in Eq. (11).

� ½a�

�
2
4 r11 / r1l

« 1 «
rnr1 / rnr l

3
5

� rðiÞ½npði�1Þþj� ¼
�
aij
0

� np : Number of parts
� nr : Number of rows
� l : (Number of parts) x (Number of rows)
� 1�i � nr
� 1 � j � np

� aij ¼ 0:5
Lj


a11 a12 0 0
0 0 a21 a22

�

Table 1
Dimensions of example model.

Member Dimensions

Base plates (2) ½mm3� 400� 800� 10

Stiffeners (2) ½mm3� 800� 80� 10

Web (2) ½mm3� 800� 160� 10

Table 2
Material properties of example model.

Unit Value

Young’s modulus, E [N/mm2� 206,000
Poisson's ratio, n 0.29

Fig. 10. Example model.

Fig. 11. Welding process for the three-stage example model.
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The Rmatrix was derived using the geometric pattern. The value
of the R matrix.

½R� ¼ ½a�½RIO2� ½RIO1� of the derived model is as follows.
The final ½a�½RIO2� ½RIO1� fdog is calculated as follows.

Fig. 12. Selected SOVs.

Fig. 13. Rotation effect e First process.



a11ðdo1 � do4Þ 0 0 ð � a11ðdo1 � do4Þ þ a12ðdo4 � do7ÞÞ 0 0 �a12ðdo4 � do7Þ 0 0
0 0 a21ðdo3 � do6Þ 0 0 ð � a21ðdo3 � do6Þ þ a22ðdo6 � do9ÞÞ 0 0 �a22ðdo6 � do9Þ

�
(17)
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"
a11ðdo1 � do4Þ2 þ a12ðdo4 � do7Þ2
a21ðdo3 � do6Þ2 þ a22ðdo6 � do9Þ2

#
(18)

3. Case study for variation propagation model

3.1. Example model

An example model was applied to the proposed methodology.
Tables 1 and 2 list the dimensions and material properties of the

Fig. 14. Rotation effect e Second process.

Fig. 15. Rotation effect e Third process.
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example model, respectively. The two base plates have a length of
0.8m, awidth of 0.4m, and a thickness of 10mm. The two stiffeners
have a length of 0.8m, a height of 0.08m, and a thickness of 10mm.
The two webs have a length of 0.8m, a height of 0.16m, and a
thickness of 10mm. The Strain Direct Boundary (SDB) method
(Kim, 2014) with composite shell elements was used for the
welding analysis. To join the two base plates, multi-pass butt
welding was used, whereas T-joint fillet welding was used to join

the stiffeners and webs on the base plates. Fig. 10 shows the
example model.

Fig. 11 shows the welding sequence. The base plates were wel-
ded first, followed by the two stiffeners. Finally, the webs were
welded.

The SOVs, which are the characteristic points of the distortion,
were selected, and the results were extracted from the welding
distortion data at every SOVs. The SOVs were selected, as shown in

Fig. 16. In-plane displacement e First process.

Fig. 17. In-plane displacement e Second process.
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Fig. 12. In this example, the results calculated using the SOVs are
compared with those calculated using all the nodes.

3.2. Rotation effect for each process

The rotation effect was determined for the rows where the SOVs
belong for each process using the proposed method. In the graph,
the locations of the rows where the SOVs belong are indicated by

red circular markers. Figs. 13e15 show the first, second, and third
processes pertaining to the rotation effect, respectively.

3.3. In-plane displacement for each process

The in-plane displacement can be obtained by summing the in-
plane shrinkage and rotation effect for each process obtained
above. The in-plane shrinkage values were obtained using a

Fig. 18. In-plane displacement e Third process.

Fig. 19. Propagation of the in-plane variation e First stage.
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simplified welding analysis method (Kim, 2014). Figs. 16e18 show
the first, second, and third processes pertaining to the in-plane
displacement, respectively.

3.4. Propagation of the in-plane variation

Figs. 19e21 show the propagation of the in-plane displacement

for each stage based on the model proposed in this study. The in-
plane displacement generated in the previous process was added
to the in-plane displacement generated in the current process.

3.5. Propagation of the out-of-plane variation

Figs. 22e24 show the variation propagation process in each

Fig. 20. Propagation of the in-plane variation e Second stage.

Fig. 21. Propagation of the in-plane variation e Third stage.
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Fig. 22. Propagation of the out-of-plane variation e First process.

Fig. 23. Propagation of the out-of-plane variation e Second process.
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stage, obtained using the MIC method.

4. Diagnosis process

The DCA method is based on the PCA method and is a method
for diagnosing a process by preparing a pattern in advance,
assuming that the user has a good understanding of the charac-
teristics of the process. As it is a method that fully reflects the
characteristics of a well-understood process, the diagnostic success
rate is higher than that of the PCA method. In this study, the
diagnosis analyses were conducted using the DCA method.

4.1. Designated component analysis

The final assembly variation is expressed as the summation of
the respective patterns multiplied by the weighting factors. The
formula is as follows (Camelio et al., 2003).

fyg ¼ fm1gq1 þ fm2gq2 þ/þ fmngqn þw

¼ ½m1 m2 / mn �

8><
>:

q1
q2
«
qn

9>=
>;þw ¼ ½M�fqg þw (19)

The vector fmng represents the nth pattern for the process
diagnosis of the product when there are a total of n processes. The

matrix ½M� consists of column vectors that represent the process
patterns.

The least squares method along with the pseudo-inverse
method was used to minimize the measurement noise w. The
equation is represented in Eq. (20) (Camelio et al., 2003). bqðjÞ is the
jth weighting factor among the collected weighting factor data.

bqðjÞ ¼
�
MTM

��1
MTyðjÞ (20)

The covariance matrix for bqðjÞ can be derived using the above
expression (Camelio et al., 2003).

X
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��1
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X
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��1

X
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2
664
s1
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s21 s2

2 / s2n
«

sn1

«
sn2

1
/

«
sn

2

3
775 (21)

The contribution of each pattern to the final assembly variation
can be determined as follows (Camelio et al., 2003).

Ci ¼
si

2

trace
�P

bq
�� 100% (22)

Fig. 24. Propagation of the out-of-plane variation e Third process.
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4.2. Example model for diagnosis

The diagnosis process was conducted using the example model
presented in Section 3.1. The diagnosis process of this example
model comprises four processes, as shown in Fig. 25.

First, a pattern for the in-plane distortion was created, and the
processes were diagnosed independently. The in-plane distortion
in each process was separately extracted to create a pattern to di-
agnose the final in-plane welding distortion. The unit vectors were
defined to obtain the pattern in this study. Fig. 26 shows the pat-
terns for each process of the in-plane distortion. The final assembly
variation can be represented using the designated patterns and is
expressed as the summation of the respective patterns multiplied
by the weighting factors.

The contribution of each process, obtained using Eq. (22), to the
in-plane welding distortion is given by the following equation.

C ¼ ½78:36 15:45 5:46 0:73�T

The butt welding process was found to be the most critical
process affecting the final in-plane welding distortion. Thus, the
final in-plane welding distortion can be reduced by controlling the
welding distortion in the butt welding process.

To verify the diagnosis results, the heat input for each process in
the simulationwas controlled by reducing it by half. Table 3 lists the
control results for the in-plane distortion. In Table 3, “sum of
shrinkage” implies the sum of the measured in-plane shrinkage
values per each node row along the y-axis. In this example model,
the original value of the sum of shrinkage is �32.46mm.

Table 4 lists the results of the final assembly variation in the
order of highest to least influence. The results of the diagnosis
obtained using the DCA are compared with those obtained using
the control simulation.

The simulation results show that the effect of the butt welding
process on the final in-plane welding distortion is the greatest. This
is the same as the diagnosis results obtained using the DCA. The

DCA can be used to select the critical processes that need to be
controlled using the in-plane patterns, although some differences
exist.

4.3. Complex model for diagnosis

It is difficult to say clearly that the in-plane welding distortion is
well diagnosed using the previous example model alone. Therefore,
the diagnosis for the in-plane welding distortionwas conducted for
a complex model.

Fig. 27 shows the complex model for the welding analysis. The
model comprises five base plates, seventeen longitudinal stiffeners,
two girders, and four webs. The five base plates have a length of
15m, a width of 3m, and a thickness of 10mm. The seventeen
longitudinal stiffeners have a length of 15m, a height of 0.6m, and a
thickness of 10mm. The two girders have a length of 15m, a height
of 2m, and a thickness of 10mm. The four webs have a length of
15m, a height of 2m, and a thickness of 10mm. Table 5 lists the
material properties used in this model. The SDB method (Kim,
2014) with composite shell elements was used for the welding
analysis. To join the base plates, multi pass butt welding was used,
whereas the T-joint fillet welding was used to join the longitudinal
stiffeners, girders, and webs on the base plate.

Fig. 28 shows the welding sequence for this complex example
model.

Firstly, the five base plates were first welded, followed by the
longitudinal stiffeners. The six, five, four, and two stiffeners were
assumed to be simultaneously welded. The two girders were then
welded. Finally, the four webs were welded, followed by the cross
welding between the stiffeners and the webs. As shown in Fig. 29,
the pattern of the in-plane distortion per each process is deter-
mined, and each pattern is used as a single vector to create the final
welding distortion.

The contribution of each process, obtained using Eq. (22), to the
in-plane welding distortion is given by the following equation.

Fig. 25. Welding process for four-stage example model.
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C ¼ ½63:76 5:99 5:45 8:58 1:51 2:74 8:66 3:28�T

The diagnosis result of the in-plane distortion for the complex
model shows that the butt welding process wherein the five base
plates are simultaneously welded is the critical process, which
needs to be controlled. The final in-plane welding distortion can be

reduced by controlling the butt welding process.
The diagnosis results obtained using the complex model are

Table 3
Control results for the in-plane welding distortion of the four-stage model.

Control process Sum of shrinkage [mm]

1st Process Control �26.07
2nd Process Control �29.34
3rd Process Control �26.69
4th Process Control �31.78

Table 4
Diagnosis and simulation results for the in-plane welding distortion of the four-
stage model.

1 2 3 4

Diagnosis result 1st Process 2nd Process 3rd Process 4th Process
Simulation result 1st Process 3rd Process 2nd Process 4th Process

Fig. 27. Complex model (Heo and Chung, 2014).

Fig. 26. DCA pattern e In-plane welding distortion.
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compared with the control results of the simulation. Table 6 lists
the control results for the in-plane distortion. In Table 6, the “sum of
shrinkage” implies the sum of the measured in-plane shrinkage
values per each node row along the y-axis. In this complex model,
the original value of the sum of shrinkage is �202.38mm. Table 7
lists the diagnosis and simulation results for the in-plane welding
distortion of the complex model.

The simulation results for the upper process with the greatest
influence were the same as those of the DCA. The diagnostic results
show that the critical processes in the in-plane distortion include

the first process wherein the five base plates are simultaneously
butt welded and the seventh process wherein the four webs are
simultaneously welded.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a new variation simulation model was proposed.
The important contributions and conclusions of this study are
summarized as follows.

C In this study, the rotation effects were considered in the
existing simple model.

C When the out-of-plane distortion occurs, the angular
distortion occurs, and the plates rotate, thereby affecting the
in-plane variation.

Fig. 28. Welding process for complex model.

Table 5
Material properties of complex model.

Unit Value

Young’s modulus, E [N/mm2� 206,000
Poisson's ratio, n 0.29
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C Geometric analysis was performed to derive an equation to
calculate the rotational effect. The Taylor series was applied
to simplify the equation. Thus, the final equationwas derived
as a function of the length of the part and out-of-plane
variation.

C When there is an out-of-plane variation, an Rmatrix that can
be used to directly calculate the rotational effect was derived
using the geometric pattern.

C The diagnosis for the in-plane welding distortion was
conducted.

C For the welding process diagnosis, the designated compo-
nent analysis method was used. In-plane distortion patterns
were created using the information of the in-plane distortion
generated from each process.

C The critical processes were found using the process diag-
nosis. The diagnosis results were verified by comparing them
with the results obtained by controlling the heat input in the
simulation.
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Fig. 29. DCA pattern for the in-plane welding distortion e Complex model.

Table 6
Control results for the in-plane welding distortion of the complex model.

Control process Sum of shrinkage [mm]

1st Process Control �168.15
2nd Process Control �198.27
3rd Process Control �197.97
4th Process Control �196.92
5th Process Control �202.99
6th Process Control �200.94
7th Process Control �184.02
8th Process Control �186.43

Table 7
Diagnosis and simulation results for the in-plane welding distortion of the complex
model.

Result 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Diagnosis P1 P7 P4 P2 P3 P8 P6 P5
Simulation P1 P7 P8 P4 P3 P2 P6 P5
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Appendix

A. Simplified welding distortion analysis used in this paper

The main welding method used in this paper is simplified
welding distortion analysis. Simplified welding distortion analysis
is a good way to efficiently calculate complex and large offshore
structures. This method has been experimentally validated by
several researchers in the past (Ha et al., 2008; Kim, 2014; Diego,
2016). Prior to using this method, welding analysis was per-
formed to obtain inherent strain information. The welding condi-
tions used for welding analysis are shown in Tables 8 and 9. Single-
pass welding conditions of T-joint fillet welding are described in
Kim's paper (Kim, 2014), and multi-pass welding conditions of butt
welding are referred to Diego's paper (Diego, 2016). In the case of
butt welding, multi pass welding conditions were used to obtain
deep welding penetration considering plate thickness. The welding
condition parameters include voltage, current, and welding speed.
The heat source conditions used in the welding analysis are uni-
form body heat flux conditions.
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Table 9
Butt multi pass welding - Welding condition (Diego, 2016).

Pass Voltage [V] Current [A] Welding
speed [mm/s]

Body heat flux
[W/mm2]

1 25.2 220 8.3 4.367 � 1010

2 27.2 240 9.0 4.097 � 1010

3 27.2 240 9.0 4.097 � 1010

Table 8
Fillet single pass welding - Welding condition (Kim, 2014).

Voltage [V] Current [A] Welding speed [mm/s] Body heat flux [W/mm2]

29 270 6.31 4.074 � 1010
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